Abstract: This work sets out to investigate the behavior of tone in the affixes involved in the formation of three aspects in Aguata Igbo. The dialect group comprises of three main dialects; Amaiyi, Orumba and Aguata. Three respondents are selected to represent each dialect. The data are collected through personal interview and analyzed descriptively to find out how these aspects are realized in each dialect to ascertain their level of similarities and differences. In the findings, there are variations both in the affixes and in the tone patterns indicating that they are different (though related) dialects of the Igbo language, contrary to popular notion that they all speak the same dialect.
I. INTRODUCTION
Aguata is a geographical area that was mapped out as an administrative area in the pre-independent Nigeria and became a local government area during the Obasanjo regime of the 1970s. It is bounded on the north and west by the old Njikoka Local Government Area of Anambra State and on the east by Okigwe Local Government Area of Imo State. There are about forty nine autonomous communities that make up this region. They include but not limited to Ụmụuchu, Achina, Mkpologwu, Akpo, Enugwu-Ụmụọnyịa, Agbụdụ, Amesi, Ụmụọmakụ, Ụmụalaọma, Ekwuluọbịa, Oko, Isuọfịa, Igboukwu, Agụlụezechukwu, Nanka, Ụga, Ezinifite, Ụmụọna, Ikenga, One, Awgbụ, Ufuma, Ajali and so on.
There are three distinct dialects in Aguata which every speaker in the area recognizes. It is usually easy to say which of these dialect areas a speaker comes from by the person's speech. Presently, the area is divided into three local government areas namely; Aguata, Orumba North and Orumba South Local Government Areas but they do not correspond to these dialect areas because they overlap. However, an earlier structuring of the Aguata geographical area into three local government areas by a civilian administration in 1981 corresponds more to the traditional and dialectal structuring and naming. The three areas are known traditionally as Aguata, Amaiyi and Orumba. Aguata dialect is spoken in towns such as Oko, Ekwuluọbịa , Isuọfịa , Igboukwu, Agụlụezechukwu, Nanka, Ụga, Ezinifite, Ụmụọna, Ikenga, One and Awgbụ. Oko represents this dialect in this work. Amaiyi dialect, for this work is represented by Akpo. The towns under this dialect include Ụmụuchu, Achịna, Nkpologwu, Akpo, Enugwu-Ụmụọnyịa, Agbụdụ, Amesi, Ụmụọmakụ and Ụmụalaọma. Orumba dialect is spoken in these towns; Ufuma, Ajalị, Isulo, Ndịkeliọnwụ, Ndịowuu, Amaọkpala, Ụmụnze, Ihite, Ogbunka, Owere-Ezukala, Nkerefi, Awa, Ndịukwuenu, Ezira, Nawfịja, Akpụ, Eziagụ and Ndịọkpalaeze. These towns are represented by Ụmụnze in this analysis. These dialects are related and have a degree of minor similarities. These notwithstanding, there exists enough variations that keep them as distinct dialects. In this analysis, we chose to ignore these minor differences and concentrate on the major ones.
The study of affixation in Igbo centers on the verb as it is the only category that accepts inflectional affixes in the language. This analysis therefore is based on the Igbo verb. There are two types of affixes in Igbo; the derivational and the inflectional but we will handle only the inflectional affixes in this work.
Objectives:
This research sets out to investigate the interaction between tone and inflectional affixes in Igbo dialects of Aguata to find out the behavior of tone and the similarities and differences within the dialects in the realization of the different aspects and tense in these dialects. The result is then used to ascertain the truth or otherwise of the notion that the Aguata communities speak one dialect.
II. METHODOLOGY
The data for the analysis are gathered through personal interview with the respondents selected from the three dialects under study; two males and two female adult L1 speakers for each dialect. Simple sentences in the different tenses are presented to each respondent in Standard Igbo. They are then asked to translate them into their respective dialects. The answers are then recorded with a notebook and on a tape recorder. The analysis is carried out descriptively.
Affixes:
Affixes are bound morphemes that are attached to words. The process of attaching affixes is called affixation. It is a morphological process of adding affixes to stems/roots to modify, extend or change the meaning or function of the word (Nwankwegu 2013 ). There are two types based on their function; derivational and inflectional. Derivational affixes bring about a change in meaning and word class of the words to which they are affixed inflectional affixes do not involve any change of meaning or word class. Examples of affixes in English include -ness (kindness), -dom (kingdom), -er (teacher), -ful (careful), -ly (gladly), -ation (formation), -hood (manhood) and -mal (maltreat) ( Ndimele 2007) .
In Igbo as stated earlier, affixation affects only verbs as this is the only word class that accepts affixation in the language. Both processes of derivation and inflection occur in Igbo but for this work, only the inflectional affixes will be considered. Verbs are inflected for both tense and aspect in Igbo. We are also going to investigate the behavior of tone in the products of affixation in Aguata Igbo.
Tone:
According to Katamba (1989) , pitch is the extent to which a sound is high or low. The height of pitch is dependent on the tautness of the vocal cords and the rate of vibration of the vocal cords. The tauter the vocal cords are, the faster they vibrate and the higher the pitch perceived and vice versa. Pitch is used in two significant ways in language; it is either used at the level of the syllable as tone to mark contrastive differences in words and mark grammatical functions in tone languages or utilized in higher units (such as phrases, clauses and sentences) to mark intonation and other functions in intonation languages (Ashby and Maidment (2005) . Pike (1948) defines a tone language as one having a lexically significant, contrastive but relative pitch on each syllable. On the other hand, Yip (2007) quoting Hyman (2001) defines a tone language as one in which an indication of pitch enters into lexical realization of at least some morphemes. By these definitions of tone, we infer that tone forms a part of every syllable and consequently contributes in the distinctive elements of every word in a tone language. Since tone is distinctive in a tone language, it forms part of the basis for the delineation of dialects as its use varies according to dialects though still within the limits of intelligibility. 2.3 Dialect is a variety of a language that is distinguished from other varieties of the same language by features of phonology, grammar, and vocabulary, and by its use by a group of speakers who are set off from others geographically or socially. This means that we have geographical and social dialects. Social dialects are those that are used by social classes within the society. Such social classes may be marked by their profession, age, sex, colour, peer group, religion and so on. On the other hand, geographical dialects are delineated according to geographical locations.
III. TONE AND AFFIXES IN AGUATA IGBO
Let us now look at the behavior of tone in inflectional affixes in Aguata Igbo.
3.1
The -rv 1 /lv 1 suffix-These are affixes that are used in expressing the non past verb forms in the dialects under review. The -rv 1 /lv 1 suffix is used in Aguata dialects to express the simple present meaning. For the dialects that use the lv 1 form /l/ and /r/ are usually in free variation. The following are examples of the -rv 1 /lv 1 in the three dialects. He/she is tall.
He/she is fair complexioned.
In the above examples, it is observed that the Amaiyi dialect uses the -lv and -rv suffixes interchangeably and that the consonant sounds /t/ in the verb root 'tό' and the voiced velar plosive, /g/ in /égō/ -'money' are aspirated. This is one of the distinguishing characteristics of the Amaiyi dialect from the other Aguata dialects. The Orumba dialect uses the -rv suffix in only one of the examples. In the rest of the cases, 'dụ' -to be, is used to express the present meaning of a good number of stative verbs. The Aguata dialect uses the -lv suffix for all the examples with the exception of the verb 'd ' ( cha'). The tone of the -rv/-lv in all the cases is the same as that of the cv stem. However where -dụ is used it is consistently on a low tone. 2 The -rv/-lv suffix is also used in expressing the simple past in the Aguata dialects. For ease of reference we label the past suffix rv 2 tara a ị /ɔ tara akɪ/ Ó chùrù íyí /o ʧuru iji/ l r g /ɔ lʊrʊ ɔgʊ g r hịá /ɔ gara aɦɪa/ tara a ị ɔ tara akɪ/ g r /ɔ gara iji/ l r g /ɔ lʊrʊ ɔgʊ/ g l phịá /ɔ gala aβɪa/ t l /ɔ tara akʊ/ g là íyí /ɔ gala iji/ n l g /ɔ nʊlʊ ɔgʊ/ He/she went to the market He/She ate palm nut He/She went to fetch water.
The rv 2 /lv

He/She fought
In Aguata dialects -rv 2 /-lv 2 is used to express the simple past meaning. From the examples, Amaiyi and Orumba dialects use -rv 2 while Aguata uses -lv 2 . It is also observed that the cv-stem for the verb ịl 'to fight' is ịn in guata dialect. Also, the verb 'to fetch' in both guata and Oru ba is realized as gala -/gàlà / and gara -/ gàrà/ respectively but in Amaiyi it is 'chùrù' -/tʃuru/. However, the respondents for both Aguata and Orumba hint that in their dialects, the verb 'churu' a be heard a ong the older spea ers. The tone pattern is the same for all the examples; the suffix copies the tone of the cv-stem.
-A/ and -rv 3 Suffixes
The imperative verb form for stative verbs a is realized in a number of ways; some express the imperative in the simple cv stem, some do so with open vowel suffix and some with -rv suffix.
The following examples illustrate the above; The -rv 3 /-v suffix is also used to express imperative in these dialects. The following are the examples; In the above examples, Orumba dialect uses the -rv 3 while Aguata uses -lv 3 consistently in all the examples but Amaiyi uses both -rv 3 and -lv 3 interchangeabl and there doesn't see to be an condition for the choice of either -rv or -lv. Also, in Aguata dialect we notice that the suffix does not copy the vowel of the stem DOI: 10.9790/0837-2206122733 www.iosrjournals.org 30 | Page for the verb 'tu wuli' rather it uses a high front vowel /í/ instead of the high back vowel /ú/. The tone of the suffix is such that all the suffixes irrespective of whether it is -rv or -lv are on high tones irrespective of the tone of the cv-stem. The high tone therefore marks imperative in this group of dialects.
CV-aux+A/E Prefix
A cv-auxilliary and an A/E prefix added to the cv stem are used to express the future tense in these dialects. The following are examples; He/she will go to the market He/she will go to fetch water He/she will eat food In the above examples, the auxiliary and the prefix (participial marker) are consistently on low tone for all the dialects.
A+ CV + E + la
Affixes are also used in the realization of the perfective verb form in Aguata group of dialects. These are the open vowel prefi ' ', the open vowel suffi 'E' (each har onizing with the vowel of the cv ste ) and the perfective marker -la thus; A+ CV + E + la. Examples; Okoli has built a house In the examples above, the tone of the prefix is always low in all the dialects. The cv stem, the vowel suffix as well as the -la perfective marker in all the dialects are on high tone. There are some variations in the suffixes. The Aguata and Amaiyi dialects have the -la suffix as -na or -ne in harmony with the vowel of the cv stem. The Orumba dialect has the perfective marker -la as --le in all the environments regardless of the rule of vowel har on . The verb 'iga' -to go has a number of realizations in the perfective aspect in the dialects; Oru ba has it as 'èjéw gwélé', ai i has it as 'èjéw l n ' and guata has it as ' g n '. The above examples in Table 7 are tenable to sentences with proper nouns as their subject NP. However, in other constructions with pronominal NPs where the pronoun is a vowel, the prefix is deleted while the pronominal NP is always on a high tone. The following exemplify this fact; He has built a house --The Negative Marker n guata dialects, the suffi -h which the vowel reduplicates the vowel of the cv stem is consistently used to mark negation in the dialects. In all the dialects as shown above, the cv stem and -hu suffix are on high tone. Also, for sentences with proper nouns as subject NP, the verb form has a vowel prefix which harmonizes with the vowel of the cv stem as shown below. Aguata and Amaiyi dialects use -he/hu negative marker in all environments regardless the rule of vowel harmony and so does Orumba dialect in using -hu suffix. It should be noted that the Aguata dialect has the verb to eat as ili, while the rest of the dialects have it as "iri". Thus Aguata dialect uses the alveolar lateral /1/ in place of the post alveolar trill /r/ while ai i has the word for 'food' nri as 'i i'. It is also observed that the sentences with proper nouns as their subject NPs have a vowel prefix in the auxiliary verb 'je' -to go. These prefixes are on high tones in all the dialects.
-HU Suffix (The simple past aspect marker)
The negative simple past aspect is expressed in Aguata dialects by the suffix -hu which sometimes reduplicates the vowel of the cv stem or is used as -hu irrespective of the vowel in the cv stem. The following are examples; In all the examples, the cv stem and the suffixes are on a high tone in all the dialects. Orumba dialect however uses -hu negative suffix consistently for all verbs. The negative perfective verb form is realized in Aguata dialects by using either the -be or -we and a harmonizing-hE suffix plus the cv stem of the particular verb in question. Examples: The cv stem is always on a high tone in all the dialects while all the suffixes are on low tone. It is observed that in all the dialects under study, the negative perfective aspect could also mean that the actions so described have never ta en place. Thus, the sentence 'o ribehe iri' could also ean ' e has never eaten food." From the discussions, the Aguata dialects make use of a number of suffixes to denote negation. These include the '-he' suffi for si ple present aspect, 'le, he or shi' for the i perative aspect, 'jehu' for future aspect, 'hu' for si ple past and 'wehu' or 'behu' for the perfective aspect verb for s. In Aguata dialects, some of the affixes vary considerably. Table 15 on page 11 shows the variations in the affixes of Aguata dialects as outlined in this work. There are not only variations in the forms of the affixes but also variations in tone patterns within the dialects. For example, in the sentence, 'Ruo ọru' -'Wor !' Orumba and Amaiyi dialects have the tone pattern -LHHH (low high high high) while Orumba dialect has it as 'Luọ ọlu' -HHHH (high high high high). lso the sentence ' e/she is beautiful', ai i and guata have it as ' l ḿmā' ( S) while Oru ba has it as ' d ḿ ' ( L ). t should also be noted that while the other two dialects use the high tone -rv/-lv suffi for this aspect, Oru ba uses -the low tone 'd '. There are also variations in the for of the verbs the selves. or e a ple, the verb 'di' -'to be' in standard Igbo is realized differently in the dialects under study. It is either 'w ' or 'g ' in the Aguata dialects. They thus replace the voiced biblical plosive /b/ with either the labio-velar approximant /w/ or an aspirated voiced velar plosive /g/ and the high front vowel /i/ with the high back vowel /ʊ/. Sometimes in Aguata dialects, a verb which is different from that of the other dialects is used in the same environment to express equivalent meanings. For e a ple, we have ' l ḿ ā' in Amaiyi and Aguata and ' d ḿmá' in Oru ba dialect, both sentences eaning ' e/she is beautiful'. In Table 15 below, we present a summary of the affixes as discussed in this work. As could be seen from the discussions, the inflectional affixes vary from one dialect to another. The various affixes found in the dialects of Aguata vary within these dialects. However, it should also be noted that the differences are still within the range that makes for mutual intelligibility hence they are dialects of the same language. Yet, it goes to confirm the fact that even as they belong to the same dialect cluster according to Ikekeonwu (1987) classification, they still exhibit peculiar differences which only a more detailed observation would reveal. This is contrary to the general notion that the whole of Aguata area speak the same dialect.
II. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Affixes and Tone in Aguata Igbo
